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Slg-niflcance of the Study
This review of the literature of casework treatment
methods with the poor is being written at a time when social
casework is being accused of neglecting a mandate to provide
for the poor and downtrodden and when a definite need for
measures concentrated directly on the problCTis of poverty
have gained the attention of the nation.^ One-fifth of the
nation's population is said to be poor when income is used
to determine poverty. However, the magnitude of poverty
is so great and interrelated with so many facets of life
that an accurate estimation of the number of poor is impos¬
sible at the present time.
The situation of the poor today and the poor of the
future is different from that of the poor of the 1930's who
had opportunities to increase their economic and social
^Berthe Gronfein, "Should Casework Be On The Defen¬




status if they were in the right point in the economy at
the right time in history. The present-day American society
has made upward mobility extremely difficult for the poor
and as trends are presently indicating, even worse for the
children of the poor who will one day be adults. Wxen de¬
scribing the poor Michael Harrington has stated the follow¬
ing:
The old poverty of immigrants came to the United
States with high hopes of finding an expanding economy
and found unskilled or semi-skilled factory jobs.l
The old poverty was general. It was the 'condition
of life' of that huge majority who were without special
skills or the luck of birth. "When the entire economy
advanced, a good many of these people gained higher
standards of living. Unlike the poor today, the major¬
ity poor of a generation ago were an immediate concern
of political leaders. The old slums of the immigrants
had the votes; they provided the basis for labor organ-
iasation, their very nximber could be a powerful force in
political conflict. At the same time the new technol¬
ogy required higher skills, more education and stimulat¬
ed an upward movement for millions,^
Today's poor missed the political and social gains
of the thirties. They are the first minority poor in his¬
tory, the first poor not to be seen, the first poor whom the
^Michael Harrington, "Introduction," Poverty In
America, Edited by Louis A. Ferman, Joyce L. Kornbluh and
Alan Heiber (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965), p. vii.
%Iichael Harrington, The Other America: Poverty In
The United States (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963), p. 15.
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politicians could leave alone.
The new poor are internal aliens in this affluent
co\intry. They are the people who have been driven off
farmlands, workers displaced by the technological ad¬
vancement, old folks who face poverty in their declin¬
ing years, women left alone to raise their children, un¬
employed teenagers, and youth who have dropped out of
school but can't find jobs. This is a new kind of pov¬
erty in a new kind of society. This is the first pov¬
erty of automation, the first poverty of minority poor,
and a poverty that under present conditions could be¬
come hereditary, transmitted from generation to genera¬
tion unless the typical cycles of poverty are broken.^
The Other ihaerica by Michael Harrington has been
credited with helping to open the national administration
drive on poverty. This drive is encouraging examination of
poverty from various viewpoints.^ According to Herman
Miller, "the more we study poverty the more we find that it
is not just an economic problem. It is an emotional, cul¬
tural, and political problem as well... The generic term
poverty hides more than it reveals. There are in fact many
different types of poverty which have different causes and
3
of course require different solutions."
^Ibid., p. 3.
2
The New York Times cited on cover of The Other
America (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963).
O
Herman Miller, "Major Elements of a Research Pro¬
gram for the Study of Poverty," The Concept of Poverty
(Washington, D.C.: Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
1965), p. 126.
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The variety of definitions of poverty in the United
States reveal the nature and magnitude of the subject. For
this reason several definitions of poverty will be presented
here. The most common way of determining individuals who
are poor is by relating the amount of income an individual
or a family has to an absolute standard or a defined poverty
line. Those individuals whose income is below the poverty¬
line are believed to have an insufficient income to meet the
minimum standards of daily needs of life where as those with
incomes alxjve the poverty-line are said to be able to meet
these needs. The poverty-line varies depending on assump¬
tions as to what constitutes "daily needs of life."^
Current poverty-line definitions vary. The one that
has precedence as far as the United States Federal Govern¬
ment is concerned is the one of the President's Council of
Economic Advisors. This council's report in 1964 used a
cash income of less than $3,000 in 1962 as the poverty line
for families of two or more and an income of less than
$1,500 for unattached individuals living alone or with non¬
relatives. According to this report, between thirty-three
million and thirty-five million Americans (nearly one-fifth
^Louis A. Ferman et al. (eds.). Poverty in America
op. cit., p. 2.
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of the nation) were living below the line of poverty.^
Even though this poverty-line definition (or the use
of an absolute standard) does have advantages such as pro¬
viding a concrete estimate of the poor in the nation, how¬
ever, the absolute standard appears inadequate when de¬
scribing the poor. Alvin Schorr gives an illustration of
how an absolute standard can be misleading when he states
that:
On an absolute standard there was no doubt that pro¬
gress had been made between the end of World War II and
1962, median family income in the United States (ad¬
justed for price rises) increased 45 per cent. As a re¬
sult, in the same period poor families (by the council
definition) declined from 32 to 20 per cent of the pop¬
ulation. Three considerations mitigate enthusiasm about
this fact. First, the decline was comparatively rapid
from 1947 until 1956, when 23 per cent of families were
poor. In the six years that followed, there has been
only a 3 per cent decline. Second, there can be no
absolute poverty. For example, in most of the world
apart from the United States and Western Europe, annual
income is measurable in hundreds of dollars; a family
income of $3,000 would be the wildest fantasy. The de¬
finition of poverty inevitably changes as the standards.
of the total population change. Third, since the de¬
pression, middle-income groups have increased their share
of national income at the expense of the one-fifth of
families who receive the highest incomes. But there is
no comfort - that is, no increasing equity - in the story
of 20 per cent of families receiving the lowest income.
During the Depression their share of national income was
4 per cent. Their share increased 1 per cent by 1944,
^Ibid.
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and has not greatly altered in the succeeding twenty
years.^
Another way of defining poverty or determining the
welfare of the inhedDitants of the United States is based on
community attributes (e.g., skill composition, unemployment
rate, wage levels). In some communities the occupational
base has eroded, or amplo3n3ient opportunities are limited to
low paid and unskilled jobs. These types of conditions
limit opportunities and encourage the yoting, the skilled,
and the energetic to find jobs elsewhere leaving the under-
2
skilled, nondiversified labor.
In recent years the Area Redevelopment Administration
has used as its guide the unemployment rate of the community
in relation to the nation rate to define a deficiency of com¬
munity resources. If the unemployment rate is fifty per
cent or more above the nation rate for the consecutive years
the community is designated as being in need of Federal re-
3
development aid.
The special emphasis of the ARA's program on areas
^Alvin Schorr, "Poverty," Encyclopedia of Social
Work (New Yorkt National Association of Social Workers,
1965), p. 559.
2
Harrington, The Other America, p.3.
^Ibid.
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of substantial and enduring economic problems excludes the
large number of economically deprived individuals and fam¬
ilies that live in affluent communities from the services
of the program. "An approach such as that of the AEA^s
rests largely with powers to accept their community as be¬
ing defined as a "distressed area" and to develop a grass
roots program coordinated with federal aid. The experience
of the ARA program indicates that such federal programs may
frequently meet with resistance from local power groups.^
There are other ways of looking at community re¬
sources as criteria for a definition of poverty. A com¬
munity may provide public services which serve as in¬
come supplements: medical care, job training, relocation
assistance, surplus foods, retirement pensions, income
maintenance during ■unanployment or disability and child
care centers. A comm\inity may also provide other re¬
sources which serve as adjustment or copying aids (which
may include such services as emergency assistance as
psychiatric and other counseling, consumer education or
legal aid) or a wide opportunity field for individual
development and involvement; cultural activities, good
schools, adult and remedial education, recreation areas,
quality housing, adequate public transportation, and an
open political structure where people can play meaning¬
ful roles in making community decisions.^
Some communities, when viewed in terms of available
resources, are poverty-sustaining, others are poverty-




poTerty-reducing potential of personal income; resources
richness decreases the income needed for adequate quality of
life.^
Another way of defining poverty is by behavior or
attitudinal criteria. A group of individuals or families
who share a distinctive set of values, behavior traits and
beliefs which distinguish them from the affluent groups in
a society may be considered poor. Distinguishing factors
such as these are a result of continuing persistent econom¬
ic deprivation, insufficient financial resources and social¬
ization in an environment of the economic insecurity. These
characteristics cultivate what some refer to as the "culture
of poverty." The culture of poverty is a culture which is
transmitted from the poor to the children who continue to
transmit the culture to the following generations.
Many anthropologists object to the use of the term
"culture of poverty" for they see variations too in beliefs,
mores, etc., which compose a culture in geographical loca¬
tions and various opportunity structures. The phrase should





A variety of definitions or criteria for classify¬
ing individuals or families have been presented briefly
which, gives no idea as to the extent these individuals and
groups see thoEselves as impovished since they were develop¬
ed by outside observers to suit particular policy or program
and other purposes. They do not reflect the psychological
reality of the poor, nor any value judgments as to the qual¬
ity of life or the actual and potential social contribution
of people in America who lack an adequate income.
For the purpose of this study, several definitions
of poverty were presented in order that some idea of the
great magnitude of the problem could be detected. Emphasis
will now be placed on some of the consequences of poverty
which portray a need for solutions.
Low income characteristically means poor nutrition,
poor housing, little or no preventive medical care. This is
due to the fact that poor families must meet certain fixed
charges (rent, electricity) first; a majority of families
live in housing that is delapidated or lacks essential
plTjmbing facilities. Of AFDC households almost half are
crowded and one-fifth are critically over crowded.^ The
^Schorr, op. clt., p. 561.
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documented statistics of the Department of Health Education,
and Welfare, indicated that as of 1964 those families with
annual incomes under $2,000 average 2.8 visits per person to
a physician each year, compared to 3.8 for those above
$7,000.^ For children during the crucial years under 15,
the ratio is 1.6 to 5.7. Of those persons in the United
States with incomes of $7,000 per year, 27.5 per cent see
at least one medical specialist annually as compared to
about 13 per cent of the poor. Note has been taken of the
significance of education in trying to avoid poverty. How¬
ever, The Economic Report of the President; 1964 indicates
that 61 per cent of poor family heads have no more than
4
eight years of school.
The influence of poverty is felt not only in the
lack of financial resources but in family arrangements and
relationships as well. Women, especially married women, now
comprise a larger portion of the working force of the nation
^Ibid.
2
Anselm L. Strauss, "Medical Ghettos," Trans Actions,
IV (May, 1967), 12.
^Ibld.
4
Robert J. Jampman, "Population Change and Poverty
Education Reduction 1947-1975," Poverty Amid Affluence, ed¬
ited by Leo Fishman (New Haven; Yale University Press, 1966),
p. 24.
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than at any previous time.^
Itfhen, however, the working mother has young children
or school age children, some provisions must be made for
their care and protection. Low income families, partic¬
ularly those who must rely on neighbors or other inex¬
pensive help, are not likely to obtain adequate care for
them. The problem of child care assumes even greater
magnitude for the working mother living without a hus¬
band, since she must carry the full responsibility for
household management and child rearing.^
Possible effects of having so many women in the
labor market to help make financial ends meet are emphatic¬
ally expressed by Harrington when he writes:
...a tremendous growth in the number of working wives is
an expensive way to increase income. It will be paid
for in terms of the impoverishment of home life, of
children who receive less care, love and supervision.
This one fact, for instance,might well play a signifi¬
cant role in problems of the young in America. It
could mean that the next generation or part of it, will
have to pay the bill for the extra money that was gained.
It could mean that we have made an improvement in income
statistics at the cost of hurting thousands and hundreds
of thousands of children. If a person has. more money
but achieves this through mortgaging the future who is
to say that he or she is no longer poor.^
Among women with preschool children those whose hus¬
bands earn little are three times as apt to work as those
^Jay L. Roney, "Special Stresses on Low-Income Fam¬
ilies, " Social_Casework, XXXIX (February-March, 1958), 154.
^Ibld.
3
Harrington, The Other America, p, 174,
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whose husbands earn adequate income. According to a Chil¬
dren's Bureau study of 1958 among children less than 12 years
old who had working mothers, one in thirteen were caring for
themselves. Of the relatives responsible for many of the
other children one-third were themselves under 18. Lack of
sufficient income also leads teenagers to begin working and
men to hold second jobs. Beside the work and its effects,
poor families are more likely to pool living arrangements
in order to make funds stretch. Divorce and separation are
common among poor women, however, it is not certain if this
is a cause or an effect of poverty. There are a number of
cases in which families break up because they lack adequate
living arrangements. At one time the New York City Welfare
Department had in foster homes 750 children who could have
gone to their families at once if adequate low cost housing
had been available.^
Another effect of poverty is a style of life which
has come to be called the culture of poverty. The term
was first used by Oscar Lewis, he meant that people
living in very deprived cricumstances develop a style
of dealing with their world. The life style is func¬
tional, recognizable and may be passed from one genera¬
tion to another. Attitudes identified include preoc¬
cupation with the present rather than the future, an as¬
sumption that arbitrary forces control one's destiny,
and a cynical view of government. Such attitudes may
^Schorr, op. cit.. p. 561.
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tend to operate against self advancement. For example,
they are not conducive to saving in order to go to col¬
lege or start a small business. A popular view of the
culture of poverty, overlooking the tie of attitudes to
actual life experience may lead to a form of social
Darwinism. That is, people may be seen as poor because
of the attitudes they have. This is a narrow, partially
inverted interpretation of any culture and any rate,
not Lewis' meaning.^
The various physical and social effects of poverty
contribute to the high degree of social pathology of poor
families. A statement in the 1961 report of Community Serv¬
ice Society of New York supports this. It states, "That in
nearly one-fourth of the city's neighborhoods - areas of
low-income, inadequate housing, and below average social and
educational standards - there is tremendous concentration of
2
social problems."
The effects of poverty not only include the life ex¬
periences of poor families but a stream of pathology tinges
the environment of all Americans, Social pathology such as
crime and delinquency and physical pathology such as slum and
grey areas. Such economists said that a permanent under
class, failing to consume the goods that they might or should,




economy must be held back continuing poverty. The loss to
the average American family during the decade ending in 1962
has been estimated at $6,300.^
For as the above substantiates, there is a modern
problem of widespread financial and emotional dependency
among low income groups in American society. The causes of
this corrosive condition are many and multifaceted, e.g.,
education, work and mobility opportunities. The increasing
inequality among the social classes cuts off opportunity
systems in many areas of personal and social endeavors.
Thus, because of increasing inequality, poverty becomes a
greater problem in absolute n-umbers and relative percent-
9
ages with each succeeding generation.
R. A. Gordon emphasizes the need for specific meas¬
ures in working with the poor in the following paragraph:
Until not so long ago, it could be fairly said that
the chief causes of poverty in the United States were
low wages and unsaployment, accentuated by our -unwill¬
ingness (before the New Deal) to develop an adequate
social insurance, and welfare program. This is no
longer true, although we would do well to remember that
the incidence of poverty is still appallingly high
^Ibid.
%ameB T. McMahon, "The Working Class Psychiatric
Patient: A Clinical View," in Mental Health of the Poor,
eds. Frank Riesman, Jerome Cohen and Arther Pearl (New York;
The Free Press, 1964), p. 296.
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among families whose chief breadwinner is an unskilled
laborer, a farmer or fazm worker, or a domestic or
other unskilled service worker. Today's poverty prob¬
lem, as it has been frequently put, is largely struc¬
tural in character. It is the kind of poverty that
feeds on itself. It does not automatically disappear
as the favored majority becomes steadily more affluent.
We are reaching the hard core of the under privileged
and the unfortunate. The time has clearly come for a
strong measure aimed directly at the specific and partic¬
ular problems of the poor.l
Obviously no one profession can provide all the rem¬
edies for the consequences of poverty. However, a growing
interest in the poor as people rather than as a social em¬
barrassment is beginning to build an effective theoretical
approach to the paradox of impoverishment and deprivation in
an affluent society. Studies made in recent years have in¬
dicated that services (medical, legal, psychiatric and so¬
cial, etc.) are difficult for the poor to obtain or if the
poor are aware of these services and do use them, it is dif-
2
ficult for the poor to use them to the fullest extent.
R. A. Gordon, "An Economist's View of Poverty,"
Poverty in America (San Francisco: Chandler, 1965), pp. 10-
11; cited by Leo Fishman (ed.) Poverty Amid Affluence (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), p. 217.
2
A few of these studies are given here. August B.
Hollingshead and Fredrick C. Redlich. Social Class and
Mental Illness A Community Study, John Wiley and Sons, New
York, 1958; Charles Grosser and Edward V. Sparer, "Legal
Services for the Poor: Social Work and Social Justice,"
Social Work. XI (January, 1966), pp. 81-87, J. K. Myers and
L. Schaffer, "Social Stratification and Psychiatric Practice:
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According to a study by Richard Cloward, social workers are
often incapable of communicating with the poor and in fact
inclined to "alienate" them from social services and from
society as a whole.^
This alienation has a lot to do with the difficulty
of reaching low income groups through the services of tradi¬
tional agencies. Other observers attribute this alienation
to the absence of appropriate theoretical rationale in so-
2
cial work. There is also a paucity of techniques by which
new theories can be applied as they develop. The absence
of a theoretical framework and small number of techniques
for understanding and working with the poor was made vividly
A Study of An Outpatient Clinic," American Sociological Re¬
view. XIX (June, 1954), pp. 307-310. Richard A. Cloward,
"Social Class and Private Social Agencies," in Education for
Social Work Proceedings Eleventh Annual Program Meeting of
the Council of Social Work Education.(New Yorks Council on
Social ¥ork Education, 1963), pp, 123-144.
^Richard A. Cloward, "Social Class and Private So¬
cial Agencies," in Education for Social Works Proceedings;
Eleventh Annual Program Meeting. Council on Social Work
Education (New Yorks Council on Social Work Education, 1963),
p. 123.
2-
"New Approaches of Working With The Lower Income
Group; A Social Work Model" (unpublished Group Report of
students in the Social Work Methods Seminar, Atlanta Uni¬
versity School of Social Work, May, 1966), p. 3.
^Ibid.
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manifest when the researcher embarked on her search for
articles dealing with methods of casework treatment and the
poor
Purpose of the Study
In the face of this situation this research effort
is an attempt to compile and analyze some casework treatment
approaches with the poor for the use of those practitioners
and students as a contribution to the meeting of some of the
demands of the 1960's on caseworkers, and, in hopes that
treatment approaches with the poor developed in related
fields can be adopted to casework treatment and added to
this collection.
Scope and Limitations
Professional social work journals only were used in
this study. Public Welfare published by the Department of
Health Education and Welfare (a department which employs a
group of caseworkers who have been continually involved with
the poor) has not been included since the content of this
publication does not deal specifically with casework but
^Some of the twelve articles published in the three
journals used in this study had very skimpy theoretical
frames of reference and showed little variation in the tech¬
niques they contained.
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many facets of public welfare. Articles dealing with case¬
work treatment approaches and specific problems such as
dope addiction, delinquency which are in some ways closely
related to aspects of poverty are not included in the study.
Methods and Procedures
Only twelve articles specifically pertaining to
casework treatment approaches with the poor were found over
a nine year period, 1958-1967, in the following three pro¬
fessional journals Social Casework. Social Service Review,
and Social Work. The year 1958 was chosen as a beginning
date for the study since this was a time when knowledge from
the social sciences on social class differences began to ap¬
pear in social work literature.^ There were no articles
published in these journals in 1957 which were pertinent to
this study. Articles were selected on the basis of the im¬
plications of titles. All articles were read thoroughly in¬
cluding those whose titles had dubious implications for this
study. Social Work is the only one of the three journals
that contains an index. This index and The Readers'" Guide
^Herman Stein, "Social Sciences in Social Work Prac¬
tice and Education," in Ego Psychology and Dynamic Casework,
(ed.) Howard G. Parad (New York: Family Service Association
of America, 1965), p. 230.
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to Periodical Literature, Social Sciences and Htimanltles
Index, Psychological Abstracts and Sociological Abstracts
were used in the collection of data mainly as a check to
see if all pertinent articles were selected and reviewed.
The twelve selected articles are listed in chrono¬
logical order of publication. The content of these articles
is presented in a manner which specifies casework treatment
approaches and then gives the techniques emphasized in these
approaches. This analysis of articles has the broad head¬
ings of the role of the social worker in helping the poor
and use of clients social environment.
CHAPTER II
A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF
SOCIAL CASEWORK
The social and political climate concerning the
poor of early America had a definite influence on the de¬
velopment of social casework. "Charity," "philanthropy,"
"relief," "correction," were the first watch words of social
work in this co^Lntry. The attitudes of Americans concerning
these watchwords were taken from the English. Virginia
Robinson gives a clear description of the purposes behind
giving relief.
...By the year 1840 there were over thirty private re-
lief-giving societies in the city of New York, associa¬
tions instituted ^on the principle of providing for
particular classes of the indigent, which united moral
object with the relief of physical want.' From the
first, giving was tied up with the problem of restraint
in giving, since along with the community's concern for
suffering and poverty and its desire to relieve itself
of the pain of this burden, went a fear as great that
relief of poverty would contribute to its increase.
This fear had far reaching roots in English treatment
of its serious problem of poverty leading up to the Poor
Law Refoims of 1834 for the protection of the community
against the demands and impositions of its poor. The
reports of the charitable societies of the nineteenth
century show clearly the origin of the philanthropic
motive in the desire to rid the community of the un¬
pleasantness of having to live with its poor, and, at
20
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the same time, the necessity to restrain and to punish
to avoid spoiling the poor. Since relief had to be
given, it had to be administered in such a way as to
carry with it a measure of discipline, a measure of
warning, a measure of refoim.^
To back up this manner of serving the poor there was
social legislation which demanded that people secure employ¬
ment when none was available. The Protestant Ethic, with
emphasis on the virtues of thrift and industry and the corol¬
lary that poverty and want were somehow sinful, formed the
accepted philosophy. Relief was granted only to those whose
behavior was considerable suitable; they were e3q3ected to be
grateful for it and to be hujoable and decorous. "Paupers"
were looked upon as inferior, and legal obligations to them
were strictly limited and sharply defined by law. Eligi¬
bility requirements were so severe as to make it impossible
for anyone with any material assets at all to receive as¬
sistance. The spirit of the laws was that of deterrance and
, 2
repressions.
During the last quarter of the 19th century, the
Charity Organization Societies (a movement which had its
^Virginia Robinson, A Changing Psychology In Social
Casework (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1934), p. 3.
2Elizabeth Ferguson, Social Work An Introduction
(Philadelphia; J. B. Lippincott, 1963), p. 55.
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beginnings in England) reached the United States. It de-
Yeloped cooperation between poor relief and private chari¬
ties, succeeded in eliminating some fradulent set-ups, pre¬
vented duplication of support and strengthened the concept
of rehabilitationcf the poor. These developments came about
from the discovering of a need for them by the COS workers.
The manner in which the goal of rehabilitation of
people was sought represents the type of techniques, from
which much of the literature on casework methodology came
into being.
The volunteers and agents of relief societies con¬
sidered thaaselves representatives of the community, they
visited the applicant and collected facts on his conditions,
family relations, experiences, and abilities. These find¬
ings were submitted to a committee representing the local
charities that decided which action should be taken with the
aim of restoring the client to self-support. In this task
the "friendly visiton" continued the personal contact with
the client, gave him advice and direction to become indepen¬
dent. It was ejqjected that the client follow the suggested
plan. The necessary funcJsfor rehabilitation, however, were
solicited from well-to-do citizens by employed agents of the
Charity Organization Society. The personal contact of the
23
Yoltmteex was thus separated from the measures of financial
assistance because the societies thought that mixing of both
would impair the moral and educational influence and the
personal relationship between the friendly visitor and the
client.^
Literature on social work methodology was skimpy be¬
fore the 20th century. In 1905 charity organization socie¬
ties began a regular exchange of current running case re¬
cords with some explanation of the worker's advance reason¬
ing about what she had planned to do. ¥h.en the Russell Sage
Foundation set up a Charity Organization Department in 1909
for research and extension in the field, Mary Richmond, the
director, started a systematic analysis of records from a
n-umber of specialities (family, child-planning, child pro¬
tection, probation, medical, public relief, and so forth).
She concentrated on the step-by-step process of securing
pertinent and valid information, about each client's past
social experience and of approving their significance as a
basis for determining what was wrong, what were the chances
that something could be done, and how improvement could be
^Walter A. Friedlander, Introduction to Social Wel¬
fare. 2nd Edition (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
1961), p. 149.
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effected. She conceired study, diagnosis, prognosis and
treatment in a chain like series. Social Diagnosis, the end
product of this study was hailed by all social workers as an
outstanding reference.^ This book published in 1917 repre¬
sented the first major effort to combine social work's eth¬
ical value with a scientific method.
The value of this publication and the importance of
other approaches in casework is pointed out by Helen Perlman
in the following:
This brilliant work of Mary Richmond was the first
and remains the outstanding single effort to order the
processes of casework help. Selecting and applying
some of the operational systems of law and medicine.
Miss Richmond proposed one scheme of problem solving:
a study of the facts of the situation, a diagnosis of
the nature of the problem and following in the direction
pointed by this diagnosis, a plan and execution of
treatment. For the time caseworkers were given a frame¬
work for their efforts which formerly had been com¬
pounded largely of such good intentions and resources of
agency and person as they could mobilize for their
clients
Yet, despite the giant step to bring sciences to the
aid of art, there remained troubling problems for the
^Ralph E. Pumphrey, and Muriel ¥. Pumphrey (eds.),
ffle Heritage of .fimerlcyi Social Work (lew York: Columbia
P'»4jr0rsity Press, 1964).
^Helen H. Perlman, Social Casework: A Problem Solv¬
ing Process (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
Ninth Impression, 1963), p. vii.
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practitioneers. One difficulty was that clients would not
always see eye to eye with the caseworker in the treatment
plan that careful diagnosis prescribed. Moreover, it was
clearly the caseworker and not the client who was active and
purposive it was the caseworker who investigated, who thought
about what he discovered, who planned ahead, and thus, after
when he was ready with his proposals, his client was gone,
in spirit if not in body. The mean of problem-solving which
Social Diagnosis proposed was limited by the times in which
it evolved, for then our understanding of human behavior was
in embryonic stages. Thus, it presented a problem-centered
rather than client-centered system, devoid of the means by
which the client could be engaged and empowered to work on
his problem.
From 1900 + World War I, the period during which all
the preliminary work on Social Diagnosis and its publishing
occurred, many other developments and changes contributed to
the growth of social work. The use of the paid worker ex¬
panded, as did social work education. The impact of social
sciences was being felt. Surveys of social institutions be¬
gan to appear and a tie-up between social conditions and
economic factors was made. Legislation as a method of at¬
taining social welfare goals became prominent. The
26
developing of a new way of attacking social problems by
striking at tbe cause of dependency were reflected in the
first American conference for the Prevention of Infant
Mortality; the first "White House Conference on Children; the
first National Conference on Social Insurance, the estab¬
lishment of several national action organizations. The Crea-
tion of Survey Associates and the Pittsburgh Survey.
These events supported the changing philosophy of
the friendly visitor from that of the assumption that the
poor man was in his precarious condition due to fault in his
behavior to thinking that frequently the cause of distress
was not a character defect, but was created from the social
conditions under which the client lived. Such conditions
were illness of the client, or of his family, numerous chil¬
dren, unsanitary, over-crowded housing, low wages, debts,
under nourishment, inadequate education, and training.
Along with these marked changes in point of view and program,
professional consciousness and a new methodology began to
emerge. The modern concepts of medicine and psychiatry with
their foetus of the emotional and on the individual, gave de¬
finite indications for possible use in social work.
^Nathan Cohen, "Professional Social Work Faces the
Future." Social Work Journal, XXXVI (July, 1955), 80,
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In some respects, this brief period might well be
referred to as one of the most important periods in social
work history. It was a transitional period, within which
social work had become aware of both dimensions of a social
problem, namely, the socio-economic and the psychological.
Instead of putting the two dimensions into one body of
knowledge, social work placed emphasis on the psychological
even though Social Diagnosis which had a great impact on
social workers was based mostly on a philosophy and proce¬
dure unlike those of psychology. This emphasis on psychol¬
ogy was influenced by the effect the entrance of the United
States into World War I in 1918. The effect of the war
brought out a need for a new approach in casework. A need
which showed itself when different groups of people came to
social agencies who Virginia Robinson describes in the fol¬
lowing;
...The sudden appearance of a new group of clients, the
families of soldiers and sailors, not previously known
to any social agency, not accustomed to asking or re¬
ceiving assistance; the large groups of Red Cross workers
recruited some from the ranks of trained Charity Organ¬
ization Society Workers, others untrained and inexperi¬
enced - these raised new problems of approach, of con¬
tact, of training. A Red Cross worker pointed out to a
National Conference meeting in 1918 the growth of a
newer t3rpe of service with families 'casework above the
poverty line,' 'The people who come to us of their own
free will' force us to reconsider our approach and to
recognize that 'casework above the poverty line is
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absolutely dependent for its existence on the participa¬
tion of its clients...' The average family has over¬
come whatever dislike it may have had for investigation
before making an appeal. And, there is a real tempta¬
tion to the busy social worker to go ahead with the
steps of her investigation with close cooperation that
ought to be present. Here, then, from the angle of con¬
sideration for the client's attitude is the beginning of
a criticism of the investigation procedure so recently
set up in definite form by Mary Richmond.^
It was helpful that the search for a methodology oc¬
curred just at the time the impact of psychoanalytic psy¬
chology with its emphasis on the emotional and on the indi¬
vidual, was making itself felt. Here was not only a theory
but also a ready made methodology in the art of treating
sick people. Social work, however, did not integrate these
new learnings into a well established body of knowledge and
tended to take on "all or none" attitude, cutting itself off
from the influence and developments in the social sciences.
Virginia Robinson speaks of three particular points
which were seized upon from psychoanalytic psychology which
made a permanent part of the case worker's psychology. All
of these have their origins in other fields than psychoanal¬
ysis, however, psychoanalysis had a more direct influence.
The first, which has taken casework some years to assimi¬
late is the concept of determinism psychic life.
The Heritage of American Social Work P. 357.
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A seaond cono®pt was an emphasis on the need basis
of behavior as opposed the intellectual factor. This con¬
cept contributed to the understanding of much that had been
obscure in the reactions and behavior of patients and
clients. Caseworkers now began to search for the indivi¬
dual's need as a first step in diagnosis, not from the old
sociological approach which accepted the need of all hmaan
beings for food, shelter, clothing and certain human assoc¬
iations but with a much more painstaking effort to find the
concrete symbols in which these needs had expressed th^-
selves in each individual. Sex was thrown open to explora¬
tion as a human need and the case worker's treatment of sex
behavior grew increasingly tolerant and understanding.
The third contribution pertains to the gaining of
knowledge of family relationships and their effect on indi¬
vidual development. Economists and sociologists had anpha-
sized community factors in individual and family life. The
emphasis from the new psychology pointed out the small fam¬
ily group as the first and most important pressure in con¬
ditioning attitudes. Here, attitudes, behavior patterns and
the personality of the child were primarily deteimined.
From this point of view, later environmental pressures and
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obstacles become less and less significant and important.^
These concepts and many others enriched caseworkers
efforts to understand their clients and give impetus to the
idea that client-worker relationship is the most effective
element in the helping process. The use and control of the
client-worker relationship was further clarified in the
thirties with the publication of Virginia Robinson's
A Changing Psychology in Social Casework.
Between 1919 and the depression, professional social
worker began to take form. By 1930 there were four profes¬
sional social work organizations in existence. The American
Association of Medical Social Workers organized in 1918, the
National Association of School Social Workers organized in
1919, the American Association of Psychiatric Social Workers
so organized in 1906 (but was previously branch of the
Medical group) and the American Association of Social Work¬
ers organized in 1921 and was the first general professional
association in social work. Cohen points out that this
striving for professionalism included mixed emotions. "For
some it represented status, for others it may have been a
^Ibid., pp. 357-S58.
^Berthe Gronfein, "Should Casework Be On The Defense,"
Social Casework. XLVII (December, 1966), 650.
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way of drawing a line of demarcation between the roltinteer
and paid worker; and for a small group who were conscious of
the emergency of a \mique methodology it represented the
institutionalization of functionally specific technical com¬
petence."^ The earliest interest in professionalization
came from those social workers who were operating in special¬
ized settings such as hospitals, child guidance clinics, and
public schools. The pattern of development of professional
associations in social work was different from that of
others. Specialization preceded the general organization
and were built up before social work had a common base. De¬
tected in this kind of development is the fact that the mean¬
ing of specialization in social work is unclear even today.
"Is it core disciplines, is it vocational fields, is it
specialized settings, or is it practice, research, teaching
O
and administration?
During this period, social casework was defined in
terms of its aim and process. Mary Richmond saw as the
basic aim of social work the development of personality and
social casework as consisting "of those processes which
^Cohen, op. cit.. p. 83.
^Ibid.
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develop personality through, adjustments consciously, ef¬
fected, individual by individual, between men and their so¬
cial 'environment/"^
Problems of goals became secondary to the interest
in method. Social work's growing focus on the individual
and its corresponding withdrawal from concern for social in¬
stitutions was short-lived due to the depression which
created basic changes to our democratic society.^
For some social workers, the New Deal developments
marked the first time in the history of the United States
that a political party had made social welfare policy its
concern on a comprehensive scale. This meant that the re¬
sponsibility for social policy was no longer that of social
workers. With the passing of the Social Security Act of
1935 many caseworkers felt they had a contribution to make
to a program of relief distribution and they assumed leader¬
ship positions in it. However, those who wanted to infuse
this program with a sense of the dignity and human rights of
the client were all too often thwarted. The following quote




•were disenchanted and frustrated from working in the relief
programs.
It seems to me that casework has been thrown into
confusion by its inability to find its place between
pure -therapy and p-ublic relief.... The worker in the
field of relief is struggling with the dilemma of
whe-hher he should insist tha-t relief is casework or
whether he should repudiate casework affiliation and
perhaps put the carrying out of the relief function on
a business basis... To him, talk about a helping pro¬
cess going on in all the rush and turmoil of a relief
application desk, seems mystical, theoretical, or at
least out of his reach. Such fine points are for
private agencies and child guidance workers who have
time....
I believe that the problem evidenced in student re¬
actions is real...and demands of us who pretend to know
what casework is, -the clearest and most courageous
thinking of which we are capable.^
With the government ass-uming responsibility for meet¬
ing financial need voluntary social welfare agencies began
to become associated with the poor. The poor by and large
become the clients of public 'welfare agencies. And to the
voluntary agencies - family service agencies in particular -
increasing numbers of persons began to apply for help with
problems arising not primarily from stresses of poverty but
from the stresses of other social realities. World War II,
^Jessie Taft, "The Relation of Function to Process
in Social Case Work," in Training for Skill in Social Case
Work, ed. Virginia P. Robinson (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania, 1942), pp. 109-110, cited by Berthe Gronfe in
Social Casework. XLVII (Deceadaer, 1966), 651.
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for example, brought with it the stresses of separation, job
and home dislocation, and personal and interpersonal con¬
flict.
The forties and the fifties were years of great im¬
pact in the evolution of casework. The effects of the de¬
pression, World War II and the "cold war" made caseworkers
even more keenly alert to the dynamic interplay between man
and his social environment to the impact of external and
internal stress on social functioning (those interactions
between self and object) and to the importance of distin¬
guishing between maladaptive and adaptive defense and dis¬
covering ways of strengthening the client's coping capaci¬
ties
The trend through the 1950's and 1960's consist of
emphasis continually placed on ego psychology. Also during
this period is a change from focus on intrapersonal conflict
to focus on conflicts in interpersonal transaction in a
change from persons viewed against the background of past
and in the central spotlight, center stage, to person viewed
as part of an interaction role network in which he is both
^Ibid.
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acted upon and acting both, being and becoming.^ With the
change in focus come more emphasis on knowledge from the
social sciences.
Unlike psychoanalytic writing, which is directly ap¬
plicable to clinical practice, the subject matter of social
science is not generally oriented to application. Social
science is concerned with demonstrating what is true and
why it is true. Nevertheless, with current anphasis on put¬
ting the social environment knowledge in social work, we
are turning naturally to the social sciences for help in
providing knowledge on which to base our theory and prac¬
tice. The social sciences can contribute to the development
of this base in three main areas. Substantial knowledge in¬
cludes information about the nature of a particular society,
an ethnic group, or a social class subculture; it also in¬
cludes facts about the social structure of specific commtini-
ties, the significance of distributions of incomes and oc¬
cupations, the behavior of groups under stress, and an end¬
less variety of data which can be drawn upon for social work
use. Theoretical contribution includes concepts with which
^Helen H. Perlman, "Social Work Method; A Review of
the Past Decade." Social Work Journal, X (October, 1965),
167.
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social work is becoming increasingly familiar, such as the
relationship between culture and personality; and explora¬
tion which are less familiar such as the nature and implica¬
tions of bureacratic structure and reference group theory.
Research methods for studying social and behavioral phenom¬
ena have been developed carefully in the social sciences.
Social work has drawn on these methods for its own research
purposes. The growing interest in research should bring
social work in closer alliance with the social sciences.^
An illustration of social work gaining from the so¬
cial science is given in the following quote:
¥e have been reminded again in different ways by
Spiegel, Kluckhon, Hill, Ackerman, Pallah and others of
the importance of seeing the family in terms of its
totality, including all significant members of the house¬
hold, and not necessarily parents and children alone;
kinship relationships outside the household; of a bet¬
ter understanding of the roles of family members, es¬
pecially that of the father; of variations in family
structure and their consequences, particularly contrast¬
ing extended kinship family t3^es and the American mid¬
dle class, nuclear family; of intergenerational influ¬
ence in family life, going back three or more generations
when necessary; and of the types of families most immune
and most vulnerable to various kinds of stress,^
^Herman D, Stein, "Social Science in Social Work
Practice and Education," p;227.
2
Herman Stein, "The Concept of the Social Environ¬
ment in Social Work Practice," p.7^.
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It is noteworthy that until relatively recently
there was virtually no reference in social work literature
to studies dealing with social stratification, attitudes
and behavior of people which are related to their social
class position, differences in parental relationships, par¬
ticipation in voluntary associations, child rearing prac¬
tices, rates and types of mental illness, peer group rela¬
tionships. This reflects, perhaps, an underlying suspicion
that social stratification is an "undemocratic" concept,
which is hardly the case, since a ranking system of some
kind exists in every complex society. At any rate, the im¬
plications involved in social class differences had begun
to filter into social work, and this development had no
doubt been accelerated by the fact that some segments of
psychiatry have given it quite serious recognition as vital
aspects of social enviroiaaent of both patients and therap¬
ists. Hollingshead and Redlick produced a pioneer work in
their study Social Class and Mental Illness. The signifi¬
cance of knowledge of social class is implied in a statement
made by Alexander Leighton in his book The Introduction to
Exploration in Social Psycholoav which is cited by Herman
Stein, the stat^aent is as follows! "If the therapist's im¬
plicit model of health, desirable behavior is postulated on
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the preferred life patterns of the educated professional
subculture he may inadvertently guide his patients toward
goals that are inappropriate in the patient's subculture.^
Knowledge from the social sciences and psychology,
national and world events, and other factors have influenced
the development of casework. Casework got its roots from
work with the poor and the learning of this method developed
into ways of treating people of various social statues.
Caseworkers, (especially those in public assistance), how¬
ever, maintained concern for the poor. The problems of the
poor during the 1960's are seen as different from the poor
of earlier times and are attracting the attention of many
people involved in casework.
^Ibid.. p. 72.
CHAPTER III
CASEWORK TREATMENT: APPROACHES WITH
THE POOR AS DESCRIBED IN
PERIODICAL LITERATURE
From 1958-1967 only twelve articles on methods of
casework treatment with the poor were found in three leading
professional social work journals. (See Table 1 for names
of fournals and frequency in which articles were published
over this nine year period.)
TABLE 1
FREQUENCY OF ARTICLES RELATED TO CASEWORK









1958 - 1959 1
1959 - 1960 1 1
1960 - 1961 1
1961 - 1962 1 1
1962 - 1963 1 1
1963 - 1964 1
1964 - 1965 1
1965 - 1966 1
1966 - 1967 1
Total 4 2 6
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In selecting articles, the researcher looked for
the approach or method of treatment the author prescribed
for use in working with the poor. These approaches and/or
techniques fell into three main categories: direct techni¬
ques, the giving of warmth, understanding and support, and
intervention through institutional and agency channels (see
Table 2).
TABLE 2
THE ROLE OF THE CASEWORKER


















Haas, Walter^ X X
Miller, Walter®







Hollis, Florence^^ X X X
King, Charles^^ X
^Berta Fantl, "Integrating Psychological Social and




For the poor whose adjustment implies a need for
community resources but who do not avail themselves to
agencies, Fantl has explored intrapsychic and socio-cultural
factors pertinent to assertive casework. He does not dis¬
cuss how caseworkers can encourage poor people to undertake
treatment. Fantl focuses most of his attention on the ap¬
proach caseworkers should take with the poor after they be¬
come clients. The approach in assertive casework treatment
is not to free the client of inter conflicts but to
strengthen those parts of the ego that have potential for
2
Walter Haas, "Reaching Out - A Dynamic Concept in
Casework," Social Work. IV (July, 1959), 41-45.
\ralter Miller, "Implications of Urban Lower-Class
Culture for Social Work," Social Service Review. XXVI
(September, 1959), 219-236.
^Violet G. Bemmels, "Seven Fighting Families,"
Social Work, V (January, 1960), 91-99.
^Ludwig L. Geismar, "Three Levels of Treatment for
the Multi-Problem Family," Social Casework. XXXXII (March,
1961), 124-127.
David Soyer, "Reaching Problem Families Through
Settlraaent Based Casework," Social Work, VI (July, 1961),
36-42.
7
Berta Fantl, "Preventive Intervention," Social Work,
VII (July, 1962), 41-47.
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development in an attempt to improve the social functioning
of an individual or a whole family group.^
Reaching-Out
Haas also is concerned with the poor who need serv¬
ices but who, very often do not use them because they do
not know about them. Haas' concept, "reaching-out," is an
overt manifestation of a caseworker's desire to help clients
involving manipulation of physical, psychological, and so¬
cial factors or some combination thereof. Haas gives a case
illustration of a worker, observing that a person could
benefit from the services of her agency who writes a letter
to this person who was not a client and who was perhaps
^Rachel A. Levine, "A Short Story On a Long Waiting
List." Social Work.VIII (January, 1963), 22-23.
^Carol H. Meyer, "Individualizing the Multi-Problem
Family," Social Casework, XLIV (May, 1963), 267-272,
^*^Aleanor Merrifield, "Implications of the Poverty
Program," Social Service Review. XXXII (September, 1965),
294-299.
^^Florence Hollis, "Casework and Social Class,"
Social Casework. XLVI (October, 1965), 463-471.
^^Charles King, "Family Therapy With the Deprived
Family." Social Casework, XLVTII (April, 1967), 203-208.
^Berta Fantl, "Integrating Psychological, Social and
Cultural Factors in Assertive Casework," Social Work. Ill
(October, 1958), 30-37.
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unaware of a need for casework treatment. The letter de¬
scribed available services which the agency could give. This
person was then given time to consider her own situation and
the available services. By the time the worker felt she
should make a visit to the person's home, the person was
ready to respond to the worker's efforts and to casework
treatment. Haas states that the poor have a right to be in¬
formed of available resources and a right to be given time
to decide if these resources would be useful to them.^
Cultural Differences
Walter Miller's approach to the poor is from a cul¬
tural point of view. He sees the caseworker's being able to
achieve emotional acceptance of culturally deprived behavior
as being important. It is sometimes easier to tolerate the
ways of the Zulu than to achieve emotional acceptance of
features of lower class culture in our society. It is not
too difficult to view the device of polygamous marriage and
the mother-centered household among the Zulus as one alterna¬
tive arrangement for meeting the problem of marriage and
child-rearing. It is much harder to see the practice of
serial mating and female based household in our own society
^Haas, op. cit.. 41-45.
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as a social form which may constitute a practical or effec¬
tive adaptation to the milieu in which they are found. Yet,
this way of thinking should be considered when working with
the poor. Ihe worker needs to be cognizant of differences
in behavior of low class groups when defining realistic
social work goals.^
Multi-Problem Families
The casework approach to the poor of Violet G.
Banmels, Ludwig L. Geismar and David Soyer, Berta Fantl, and
Carol H. Meyer all concern multiproblem families. Bemmels'
approach is having one social worker with full responsibility
for the situation of a multiproblem family that utilizes the
services of various social agencies. Geismar's approach
centers around giving consideration to the neighborhood and
community in diagnosis and treatment and thus gives the mul¬
tiproblem family group worker and the caseworker services
(which include intervention through institutionalized chan-
nels). David Soyer on the other hand recommends an approach
whereby casework services are made available through
%iller, OP. clt., 230-236.
^Bemmels, op. cit., 93.
^Geismar, op. cit.. 126-127.
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neighborhood community centers and are therefore psycholog¬
ically and physically available to indigenous clients.
Preventive Intervention
Berta Fantl's approach stresses having a social
worker who sees himself as a part of the client'^s social
field and who is ready to enter and deal with crises. Meyer
delineates an approach whereby the caseworker treats the
multiproblem family by individualizing them in relation to
their own unique characteristics and particular constella¬
tions of factors that have created special internal and ex¬
ternal difficulties.^
Bnmediate Attention
Rachel Levine describes an approach to the poor of
giving services of a Settlement Mental Hygiene Clinic to
people who need it most and building on the motivation which
brings a client to the agency to seek help. Levine's ap¬
proach is very similar to Soyer's in that both emphasize
2
having services available when they are needed.
^Fantl, "Preventive Intervention," 40.
^Levine, op. cit., 22.
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Traditional Casework
Florence Hollis emphasizes the traditional casework
approach with the poor and sees It as being quite adequate.
She describes the traditional approach In terms of her own
classification system which includes direct work with the
client himself and work in the environment on the client's
behalf.^
Family Therapy With Two Therapists
Charles King, in a more specific approach discusses
the use of two therapists in therapy which is focused on the
deprived family and not on one member of the family who may
be receiving residential treatment. The task of the thera¬
pists is to remove the conflicts that block effective func¬
tioning,^
Direct Techniques
Table 2 shows that five of the above mentioned
twelve authors recommend direct techniques helping the poor
such as sharing responsibilities instead of suggesting to
the client what the client should do.'^ The social worker
^Hollis, op. pit.. 468.
^King, op. clt., 204.
s
Bemmels, op. cit.. 94.
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may help with the shopping, meal planning, housework and
child care, making phone calls, doing leg work. King men¬
tions some direct techniques such as role playing in family
therapy which can be effected through the interaction of co¬
therapists. For example, the family's observation of the
therapists disagreeing openly without destroying each other
can have profound impact upon the family.
King illustrates direct techniques when family
therapy is focused on open communication and definitions of
roles. The therapists must communicate in a specific and
concrete manner. The therapist does not ask: "Wn.at do you
think? or How do you feel?" He asks: "What were you doing
when that happened?" "Is that what you wanted to do?" "Did
it make you angry?" Having identified anger as an emotion,
the therapist points out the impact of such an ©notion on
other persons, by saying your family knew you were angry when
4
you did that.
Another kind of direct technique in the treatment is
^Meyer, op. cit., 270,
^Hollis, op. cit., 469.
^King, op. cit., 207.
^Ibid.
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described by Levine when she states that goals axe patient-
centered which means that goals are to be understandable to
the patient and hence attainable. The goals should be
clearly specified rather than the therapists preconceived
goals. Patient-centered goals are derived from accurate
assessment of patient's immediate problans, needs, capaci¬
ties for change as well as the best way they can make use
of help.^
Warmth, Understanding and Support
Table 2 also shows that four of the twelve articles
published between 1958 and 1967 emphasized the giving of
warmth, understanding, and support. Hollis, in her classi¬
fication of traditional casework group's the giving of
warmth, understanding, and support under the heading of sus¬
taining procedures in which the worker shows interest in
the client, accepts him, increases self confidence or de¬
creases anxiety and makes re-assuring comments. Fantl
states that genuine support should be given when ever pos¬
sible.^ Fantl also makes a very penetrating observation
^Levine, op. cit., 22-23.
^Fantl, "Integrating Psychological, Social and Cul¬
tural Factors in Assertive Casework," 37.
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that false re-assurance is felt [by the poor] with amazing
sensitivity. These aspects of giving are important when
working with those who do not avail th®aselves to the com-
munity resources^ and in being the only social worker for a
multiproblem family.
Institutional and Agency Intervention
Table 2 further shows that six of the twelve articles
recommend some aspect of intervention through institution
and agency. Intervention occurs by helping families under¬
stand the community resources available to them and aiding
family members to use these resources available to them.^
Intervention also occurs by helping agencies adjust their
professional administrative routines to meeting the special
needs of poor families.^ An example of this is a social
worker having the principal of a school to encourage mothers."
^Ibld.
^Haas, op. clt., 41.
^Bemmols, op. clt., 99.
■^See Geismar, op. oit., 127/ Haas, op. cit.. 45;
Bemmels, op. clt.. 95; Fantl, 'Treventive Intervention," 45.
^See Geismar, op. clt.. 125; Fantl, "Preventive
Intervention," 43-47.
C
"Bemmels, op. cit., 98.
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The social worker must be skillful not only with social
agencies but non-agency resources. He must work with other
persons on the client'‘s behalf and though the contact may be
of short duration, an interview with such a person calls for
skill in all the procedures used in indirect work with the
client, with the exception of dynamic and developmental
underslanding.^
^See Hollis, op. cit., 469; Meyer, op. cit., 71.
CMPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A total of only twelve articles were foxind in three
professional social work journals over a period of nine years
between 1958 and 1967, These articles were analyzed in terms
of the techniques they contain. Findings indicate that five
of the twelve articles on casework treatment with the poor
contain direct techniques. Many of the direct techniques
consist of teaching clients by sharing their responsibilities.
Emphasis is also on having a caseworker physically and psy¬
chologically accessible to the client by, for example, hav¬
ing a caseworker in a community center, or by having a case¬
worker who is a part of the client's social field. Six of
the total number of articles stress intervening through in¬
stitutional channels by interpreting the needs of the client
to the agency and the policies and procedures of the agency
to the client.
The focus of casework treatment appears to be on the
family and the relationship of the family to social agencies.
However, there was little variation in the techniques re¬
ported in this research. The increasing knowledge social
51
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work is gaining from tke social sciences may one day be more
fully applied to social work to increase the number of case¬
work techniques.
This researcher recommends that a study presenting
casework treatment methods with the poor be constructed
using a wider focus than the one contained in the study and
reported here. It is felt that a wealth of material on
helping the poor can be found in articles dealing with such
social problems as juvenile delinquency, drug addiction iin-
employment and so on. A study with a wider focus could also
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